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'COREBOAR

SETTING UP YOUR GAME
>If the scoreboard is blank or showing only time of day, it is in Display Saver mode.
This is cancelled by pressing [GAME TIME] to return to scoreboard
>Pressing [GAME TIME] again clears the scoreboard.
>Repeated pressing [GAME TIME] displays start times through 5, 8, 10, 12, 15, 20, 45, 60 minutes to set up
common period durations.
To correct or zero time press [TIME] minutes:seconds or O [ENTER]

Note: When the first period ends, the game time will automatically go back to 15 minutes (it that is
what was set), and the Period will automatically increase. You can correct the Period by repeatedly
pressing [9/PERIOD].
SETTING UP DIFFERENT PERIOD DURATIONS
>For other start times Press [GAME TIME] then [1] to [9][9] minutes and [ENTER]
SCORES, PERIODS AND TIME OUTS
>Press Scores key ([VISITOR SCORE] or [HOME SCORE]) to add one for each press
>Scores can be corrected using the team score key and digits followed by [ENTER]
>Periods can be corrected by pressing [9/PERIOD] when the time is stopped (Cycles through 1 to 5.)
>Time outs can be set for either team by pressing [TIME], the Score key, the# of seconds, [ENTER]
>Time Outs appear in the score display to keep the game time visible. The score returns after the T.O.

PENALTIES - When PENALTIES are inputted the displays will "flash" this indicates to the timekeeper
that the scoreboard is ready to accept the information from the control panel. If an error has been
made the information can be corrected during the flashing mode. The display will flash for 5 secs.
>For a two minute penalty, press the penalty key for either team then [ENTER][ENTER]
>For a 4,5,or 7 minute penalty press the penalty key then [TIME] (repeat) then [ENTER][ENTER]
Examples follow:
2 minute - [HPEN] or [VPEN] [ENTER] [ENTER]

